
Role in the Free TON community 
(Philosophy): Spirit will announce news, 
help in a live chat on https://freeton.org/ 
with information of the project and just 
talk about different topics. Can be used 
for stickers as well. The Spirit will have 
an AI integration and it will be animated.

To your attention, I would like to 
introduce my Virtual Hero/Spokesperson of 
Free TON, his name is Free TON Spirit, he 
is decentralized as possible because he is 
the collective voice of the community.

Community Governance I think that it is 
possible to choose clothes for Spirit if 
you want, but it is not necessary.

Technology Roadmap of this character will 
help community members to navigate the Free 
TON ecosystem, and the AI can also remember 
cool phrases from the community and use 
them, that way becoming the voice of the 
community.

Background story The character was born 
with Free TON, Spirit itself is young as a 
project and very technological, a part of 
every member of the community and the 
project is in this character.
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External Characteristics of Free TON 
Spirit: character blue color, because it is 
the color of the project, has a glow 
soaring in the air, looks like a small, 
cute and technological genie.

Thanks for 
atention,have 
a nice day

Link to a vector Free TON Spirit EPS: 
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1oW0
iajH59sXwJzTSadHB7w6qySwbrcMH
PNG: 
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1SFR
mDHDvkBeGssM3ohPNZS_GdiJ8dhwx

Characteristics of Free TON Spirit: very 
emotional, has a large emotion specter, 
charismatic, mainly it is always joyful, 
welcoming. Also has a good sense of humor 
and can always cheer up the Free TON user 
with a good joke. I created 3 emotions, 
this is greeting, joy and questioning, I 
plan to do much more if my character will plan to do much more if my character will 
be approved.


